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Apnox A.r. H up. 
lllttpoKoanepTypttble MYJibTHn0JibHbie MarHHTbl KHHeMaTII'leCK0ro 
cenaparnpa KOMEAC. 
Attanmttpymmtte MYJibTttnoJibHh1e MarnttTbI M2 tt M7 
c KOMne1-1cautteif a6eppauttif BblC0KHX nopHJlK0B 

E?-99-240 

C03}laH H BBe}leH B 3Kcnnyarnuttm BbICOKOpa3pewammttif WHpOKOaneprypHbIH KH
HeMaTH'leCKHH cenaparnp KOMEAC, MarnttTHaH cTpyKTypa Kornporo Bbmonueua na 
npm1uttne )KeCTKOH cpoKyettpOBKH. Cenaparnp C0CT0HT H3 B0CbMH wttpoKoanepryp
HbIX MYJibTttnoJibHbIX MarnttT0B Ml-MS. B cocrna cenapaTopa B0WJIH noaopoTHbie 
MYJibTHn0JibHbie MarHHTbl M2 H M7 C BBe}leHHblMH B pacnpeuene1me noJI51 KBaupyn0Jib
HOH, ceKcTynoJibHOH H OKTynOJibHOH K0MnOHeHTaMH. HaJIH'IHe }laHHbIX KOMnoueHTOB 
nmBOJIHJIO 0TKa3aTbC51 OT KBaupynoJibHbIX JIHH3, a TaK)Ke }l06HTbC51 MHHHMH3aUHH ccpe
ptt'IeCKHX a6eppauttif H KOMneucauttH xpoMaTH'leCKHX 3qJqJeKTOB. Jl.rrn MafHHTOB M2 H 
M7 npoBe}leHbl TpeXK0MnoneHTHbie MarnttTHbie H3MepeHH51 no 3aMKHYTOMY ofueMy, 
no3B0JIHBWHe npoaHaJIH3ttpoBaTb Ka'leCTBO HX ll3fOTOBJiemrn. Ilo }laHHbIM ll3MepeHHH 
npeunoJiaraeTCH C0CTaBHTb TpexMepHbie KapTbl MarnHTHOro nOJIH. KapTbl noneif Mar-
1-IHTOB 6yJlYT HCnOJib30BaHbl }lJIH npoBe}leHHH TpaeKTOpHblX pactJeTOB no TpaccttpOBKe 
'laCTHU qepe3 cenapaTop. 

Pa6orn Bhmonueua B na6oparnptttt HJlepHbIX peaKuttif HM. r.H.<I>nepoaa Ol15U1. 
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Artukh A.G. et al. E?-99-240 
Wide Aperture Multipole Magnets of the Kinematic Separator 
COMBAS. 
Analyzing Multipole Magnets M2 and M7 with Compensation 
for Higher Order Aberrations 

The high-resolving large aperture kinematic separator COMBAS has been 
created and commissioned. The magneto-optical structure of separator is based on 
the strong focusing principle. The separator consists of eight wide aperture multi
pole magnets Ml-M8. In part, the separator includes bending multipole magnets 
M2 and M7 having quadrupole, sextupole and octupole components in their field 
distributions. The presence of these components allowed one to intensify focusing 
without separate quadrupoles, minimize spherical aberrations and compensate for 
chromatic effects. Three-component magnetic field measurements on the surface 
of a closed volume have been performed for the magnets M2 and M7. These mea
surements allowed one to analyze the magnetmanufacturing quality. The mea
sured data will allow compile 3D-maps of magnetic fields. The 3D-maps of the 
magnetic field is supposed to be used for the particle trajectory simulations 
throughout the separator. 

The investigation has been performed at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear 
Reactions, JINR. 
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1. Introduction 

An essential element of any separating system; based on the separation with 

magnetic field, is a bending magnet that performs the main momentum analyzing 

function. Beam focusing and higher order corrections are performed by introducing 

quadrupole, sextupole, octupole etc field components in the magnetic structure of a 

device. In the kinematic separator COMBAS quadrupole and higher order field 

components have been introduced in the main dipole fields of the separator magnets. 

Such an approach allowed one to exclude separate focusing quadrupoles and 

correcting sextupoles and octupoles, increase angular and momentum acceptances of 

the device and shorten its total length (1-3]. Analyzing magnets M2 and M7 

(12X55ECH164-1.125-25, see Fig.I) were calculated, designed and manufactured as 

a part of the separator that consists of 8 combined functions magnets Ml-M8. 

One should note that the magnet M2 together ~ith Ml make up the analyzing 

section of the fragment-separator (see Fig.2 in [3]) and, in the linear approximation, 

completely determine the system's optical properties. Magnet Ml focuses in the 

vertical plane and defocuses in the horizontal plane. The action of m~gnet M2 on ,the 

beam is rev~rse'. The 1st order .field indexes of MI arid M2 are opposite in sign. The 

use of such a magnetic structure let, tl'exibly and efficiently, form . .a,beam of.required 

profile and size am( in addition, to facilitate the mi~imization for the higher .order 

spherical aberrations, which inc~e~~. c~~id~iahly the im~ie ,size ,in wide ~perture 

,magnetic ·systems. 
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2. The main technical characteristics of the magnets 

Main stages of the design and manufacturing of the magnets M2, M7 have 

been described in [3]. M2 and M7 (see Fig.2) have 4 m bending radius, 25deg 

deflection angle and the weight of 27 tons each. The 1st order field index n=-6.75, 

sextupole and octupole field components are non zero and, hence, the vertical gap size 

varies with radius. The gap size is as large as I 00 mm in the central ray region ( dR=0 

mm), 50 mm in the region of the maximum radius (dR=400 mm) and more than 300 

mm at the minimum radius (dR=-400 mm). The pole pieces have been profiled to 

obtain required field components. It is the design and manufacturing of the pole 

pieces that became the most challenging. The four magnet poles were produced from 

a single piece of an iron blank. A special merry-go-round machine, whose rotatable 

section's diameter was as large as 10 m, has been used. This let produce pole pieces 

having identical shape and magnetic properties. 

The main technical parameters of the magnets M2 (M7) are given in the 

Table.I. 

3. Measurements of the magnetic characteristics 

3.1. Magnetic measurements 

The magnetization curve and the field distributions in the median plane of M2, 

M7 for three levels of the induction B0=7300, 9800, 11610 Gs ( 1=500, 705, 905 

amps., respectively) have been measured in the FLNR JINR (Dubna). Three

component field distributions have also been measured, for the same three induction 

levels, on the surface of a closed volume between pole pieces. 
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To carry out thr~e-componeI?,t rr1easurements of the_ rnagnetic; ~ elds in ¥2, J\17 

a somputer-pased!lle~surement_system has been designed an~ built(see_Fig.3). The 

system consists of: 

- two heads (see Fig.3 c)) in [4]) for measurements of Bx, By and Bz, each head 

consisting of. three Hall .pro~es (having dimensions 2~2*0.1 .mm) located at 

distances 10 mm_ from eachother ,along the axis OX. The. pro,l~e positioning 

accuracy with~n the measuring h~ad was 0.1 mm. A special bench ~as been used 

to calibrate the angle of rotati~n of the probes ar<;mnd the axes OZ, OY and• OX 

(this was not more than 2 degrees). The field components reciprocal dependencies 

were taken into account in the final bu_ild of the magnetic field map, : . 

- two monitoring probesfor monitoring the temperature, and time stability during 

the prolonged magnetic measuremynts. Jhe probes were placed in a narrow part of 

. the gap wit_h a-high magnetic field of more than l0kGs.-The prnbes' readouts have 

been used to normalize the results of the magnetic measurements, 

- measuring carriage equipped with two separable plates with holes, enabling the 

heads to be installed with the accuracy ofOJ mm, 

- a guide (attached to the_ neutral pole of the magnet), which enabled moving the 

measuring carriage with probes along the gap (in the beam direction). From the 

opposite side of the . magnet the. measurement carriage was supported from the 

lower pole, 

- an electrical drive including a stepper (a step motor SHD-5) and a belt of stainless 

steel moving the measuring carriage .~ong the guide. with the accuracy of 0.02 

mm (step of the motor) along the axis X, 

- a control unit for the power supply of the stepping motor with a control card in an 

IBM PC, 

- a measurement channel for the Hall probes' currents built on the basis of the 

· precision digital voltmeter SOLARTON (the voltage measurement accuracy is 1 

mkV) having a digital outletand the SOLARTRON 7010 MINATE commutator, · 
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- a computer control program for controlling the stepper, the eight-channel system 

for the readout of the nieasured data from the digital voltmeter and writing the 

data on the IBM PC hard dist: according to the standard RS-232. 

A carlesian coordinate system has been used in the measurements having 

- OX axis tangential to the magnet radius at the magnet central point (0,0,0), 

0 Y axis directed towards the greater radius at the magnet central point, 

-· OZ axis directed down according to the positive value of the induction. 

Along ·the axis OX the measuring head moved automatically with a step of 

20mrad, while its positioning along the axes OY and OZ was done manually with 

steps 20 mm and 5 mm respectively. The field was measured in the following ranges: 

± 0.25tad along the axis OX, ± 400 mm along the axis OY and ± 20/ ± 40 mm along 

the axis OZ depending on the vertical gap size. 

Field components at each point were measured repeatedly 5 times. The r.m.s. 

measurement error due to the head positioning errors ( caused by the head assembling 

and stepper positioning errors) and errors of measuring the voltage was not more 

than 2 Gauss, or 0.02% of the field in the center of the magnet. 

The magnetic field was measured on the closed.surface that included: 

- the surfaces along the upper and lower poles, 

- the left and right lateral surfaces, 

- the surfaces at the smallest and largest radii, 

the median plane. 

A sketchy view of the measurement planes (in the section YOZ) is shown in the 

Fig.4. The measurement planes riear the surface of the pole pieces were chosen 

according to the size of the vacuum chamber and the gap. Namely, in the region of 
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small gap sizes there was a problem of approaching the probes as close·as possibl~ to 

the pole pieces, while in the region of larger gaps we contented with the area confined 

by the vacuum cha111bt!r. 

The magnetic measurements were organized_ as -follows. First, the fit!ld was 
•. ' . . ., , 

measured in the median plane. This was done in_ two steps: in the region fron;i. the 
. ' . . - ' . 

magnet entrance till the center of the magnet and then from its exit till the center. The 

measur~d grid for each half,of the median plane coi;ita_ined 42 points in the radial 
' ~ ' . ' 

direction and 6_2 points in the beam direction. To match these two sets of measured. 

data between_ themselves they had common_ m_easured points. in the center of the 

magnet. The tot~! number of the grid points, exduding the. repeated ones, was. .· . .. . ' '- . 

approximately 500_0. The fields in the horizontal planes, near the lo~er and upper pole 

pieces (see Fig. 4) have been measured similarly with the total number of th7 grid 

points of about 6000 for each pole piece. Then the field in two vertical planes, at the 

minimum and maximum radii (I and 6 i11 Fig. 4), has been measured in 2000 and 

WOO points respectively. Finally, the measurements in the lateral planes (at the 

magnet entrance and exit) have been done with the carriage fixed with special pawls. 
,. ,'. . . , 

More than 630 points have been measured in each plane. Thus, the total number of the 

measured points was more than 21000 per one induction level. These measurem.ents 

have been done for 3 induction levels mentioned above in 3.1. 

3.2. The magnetization curve 

The magnetization curve measured in the center of the magnet M2 is shown in 
' " t • • • '· , 

the Fig. 5 (circles) in comparison with simulated points (squares). The measured 

points lie above the calculated one. For example, for the current 1=650 amps. such a 

difference is as large as 500 Gs (5.7 %). 
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3.3. Analysis of the field distribution in the central section 

The induction distributions of the magnets M2 and M7 were analyzed with the 

procedure described in [3]. The measurements displayed that the difference between 

induction'values in M2 and M7 did not exceed 0.2%. Therefore, it's possible to draw 

a conclusion about the practical identity ofM2 and M7. · 

As one can see quadrupole, sextupole and octupole components are presented 

in the distribution. Namely, the quadrupole component shows itsel{ as a linear 

increase of the field from smaller to larger radii. (Respectively, the gap decreases 

from smaller to larger radii.) The sextupole and octupole components contributions 

are seen as deviations of the behavior of the curve from the linear low at minimum 

and maximum radii. 

Analysis of the measurement data displayed that the deviation of the measured 

values from the calculated ones was, within the working area of the inagnets of 

±400mm; not more than 2.0% for the all three field levels B0=7200, 9900 and 11600 

Gs. In the smaller range of± 350 mm this error did not exceed l % for the all field 

levels: The mentioned error of 2.0% takes place in the area of larger radii (the smaller 

gaps and higher inductions), where the saturation is noticeable. The saturation results 

in the reduction of the radial working width down to ± 350 mm (about 90% of the 

nominal width) for magnetic rigidities higher than 4.0 T*m. 

3.4. An analysis of the field distribution in the median plane 

The procedure of the analysis of the median plane field has 'been· described in 

[3). 
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The distribut\on of the Bz-component in the rne~ian.plane is shown Fig.6 for 

the field level B0=11600Gs (B1 and By-components in the median plane are equal to 

zero). The field distribution along the axis OY at X=0 is the one presented in the 

Fig.7. The positive value of B2 corresponds.to the di~ection downward. Ap.alysis of 

the measured data showe_d that the effective.lengths of both the magnets _at the all field 

levels B0=7200, 9900 and 11610 Gs. are greater than the nominal one, -exceeding 
• • I • 

slightly the design tolerance. This,can be compensated for by proper reductions_ of~e. 

in<l,uction values to provide the nominal deflection _angle of 25 deg. 

3.5. The field distribution -near ·the lower pole 

One ofthe main purposes of the tree-component magnetic field measurements was 

that of obtaining 3D magnetic field maps of the all m~gnets, in part M2 and M7, to be 

used subsequently for the computerized particle raytracing through the entire· 

separator. For this we have measured the B1-, By- and Bz-components of the magnetic 

fields in the closed surface described above. In this section the measurements of the 

B1 - and B2-components near the lower pole piece are presented. 

Fig. 8 represents the measured component Bx of the field in the 5 planes 

situated near the lower pole o(M2 at_ distances -45, -40, ~35, .-30 and -25 mm-from the 

median plane (see 8 in Fig.4) for the field level Bo=:7050 Gauss. The component Bx is 

the, projection of the magnetic field vector on the unit vector tangential to the optical 

axis ofM2. The evolution of.Bx along the axis OX, typical -for any dipole magnet, 

can be understood easily fro.m Fig.9 a) showing_ schematically the XOZ section of 

M2.,J\s the coordinate X.changes from big negative t<Lbig:positive.values,passing 

through the magnet the component Bx subsequently grows, reaches its maximum 

positive value in the vicinity of the effective field boundary, decreases and passes zero 
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value in the center of the magnet, and then repeats the same evolution but in the 

opposite ordei: and with the opposite sigh. 

One cari see from Fig.8 that the absolute values of the B1 maximums 

(miiiinii.uhs) near the erttrance (exit) EFB's are bigger at bigger Y values. This is due 

to shiaiier gap sizes ahd, hence, higher magnetic flux dehsities in the area of larger y. 

One can see also sharp ji.tmps in the dependence of B1 on Y, which are due to the fact 

that the component was measured in the 5 different planes, mentioned above, situated 

at different distances from the median plane. 

Fig. IO presents the measured distribution of the component Bz in the planes 

near lower pole of M2 for the field level B0=7050 Gauss. The character of the 

distribution in the central section repeats that for the median plane (see Fig.6). As 

compared with the behavior of Bz in the median plane.(see Fig.7), the values of Bz in 

this distribution drop faster from its maximum values to zero when the effective field 

boundaries are crossed. 

4. Conclusion 

The performed measurements of the fields in the magnets M2 and M7 of the 

fragment separator COMBAS showed satisfactory design and manufacturing quality. 

In part, the field distributions are quite symmetrical. No any shells· or domains with 

anomalous magrietizatfoii have beeri discovered as a result of careful inspections of 

the distributions. The fields of M2 and M7 are practically identical: differences in the 

induction values ih the median plane are less than 0.2%, and in the effective lengths 

iess than o.os¾. 
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Fig. I. Analyzing multipole magnet M2 ( l 2X55ECH 164-1.125-25). 
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Fig.2. The drawing and sicfrons'ot'multipole magnets M2, M7. · 
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Fig.3. Block diagram of· the automated·· system for the magnetic field 
measurements of the magnets M2 and M7. Figure denotes:. 
1- the control computer IBM PC AT ( 486); · 
2- the controller for connection with the SOLARTRON digital voltmeter; 
3- the controller for the power supply assemblies of the x~coordinate displacement 

stepper; 
4- the power supply module for the X-coordiriate ciisplacenient stepper; 
5- two measuring heads having 3 Hall probes each; 
6- the monitoring Hall probes; 
7- the measuring carriage; 
8- the magnet M2 (M7); · , . 
9- the SOLARTRON precision digital voltmeter; 
10- the magnetic field measurement area; · • 
11- the area within effective field boundaries (deflection angle 25 deg, central radius 

Ro=4m); 
12- the X-coordinate displacement belt drive; 
13- the X-coordinate displacement stepper; 
14- the neutral pole of the magnet. 
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Fig.4. The measurement planes and points (vertical section YOZ): 

1- the measur\;!ment plane at the minimum radius, 

2- the measurement plane along the upper pole of the mainet, 

3- the median plane, 

4- the pointsofmeasurements in the lateral planes, 

5- the upper pole surface of the magnet, 

6- the measurement plane at the maximum radius, 

7- the measuring carriage plate, 

8- the measurement plane along the lower pole of the magnet, 

9- the lower pole surface of the magnet. 
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Fig.5. The magnetization curve of the magnet M2: the squares represent 
theoretical calculations, circles - experimental data. 
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Fig:6. The measured distribution of the Bz-component of the magnetic field in 

the median plane of M2. 
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Fig.7. The magnetic field distribution in the central 'section of the magnet M2 

for the field level B0=11600 Gauss. The measured points coincide with the values, 

calculated according to the equations (3) and .(4) [3], with the accuracy better than 

2.0%. 
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Fig.8. The measured distribution'of the component B, of the magnetic field 

near the lower pole of M2 at distances -45, -40, -35, -30 and -25 mm from the 

median plane. 
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Fig.9. The sketchy image of the vertical sections of the magnet M2 in the 

measurement planes XOZ (a) and YOZ (b). The axes OX in the figure a) and OY in 

b) lie in the median plane. Field lines going from the upper to the lower pole are 

shown. The directions of the magnetic field vector are indicated with arrows in the 

points 1-4, points 1,4 belonging to the median plane and 2, 3 to the plane situated near 

the lower pole. 
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Fig.IO. The measured distribution of the component Bz near the lower pole of 
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Table I. 

Basic parameters of the magnets M2-M7. 

Parameters Values 

Maximum induction on the central trajectory (T) l.125 

Nominal induction on the central trajectory(T) 0.875 

Radius of the central trajectory (m) 4 

Working width of the pole pie~es (mm) 800(± 400) 

Gap along the central trajrctory (mm) 100 

Effective length (mm) 1746 

Deflection angle ( deg) 25 

Resistanse of coils (Q) 0.07 

Maximal current (amps.) 960 

Rated current (amps.) 650 

Maximal Voltage (v) 68 

Rated Voltage (v) 48 

Maximal Power (kwatt) 65 

Rated Power (kwatt) 31.2 

Inductance of coils (H) 0.3 

Water discharge (liter per minute) 28 

Water overheading (C) 40 

Copper mass (tns) 1.0 

Steel mass (tns) 25 

Total magnet mass (tns) 27 
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The obtained data let us build three-components field maps for three induction 

levels. These maps will be used for particle raytracing throughout the entire apparatus. 
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